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Objectives of IAEA legislative assistance

• To create awareness in Member States of the international instruments in the nuclear field

• To assist Member States in complying with their international obligations and commitments

• To assist Member States in establishing adequate national legal frameworks governing the safe, secure and peaceful uses of nuclear energy

• To transfer relevant knowledge to Member States
Scope of assistance

- Safety
- Security
- Safeguards
- Liability
Scope of assistance

International legal framework

National law
Legislative assistance activities

- Awareness missions / national seminars
- Bilateral assistance in drafting national laws
- Training
  - Nuclear Law Institute (NLI)
  - National and regional training courses and workshops
  - Scientific Visits, Fellowships

- Workplans with Member States -
Statistics

Approximately 250 individuals trained in nuclear law every year

Approximately 20 National laws reviewed every year
IAEA Handbook on Nuclear Law

2003 (Vol. I)  
2010 (Vol. II)  

For more information on all elements of a comprehensive nuclear law.
E-learning

E-Learning for Nuclear Newcomers / Module 14 – **Legal Framework**

Provides an overview of the elements of an adequate national legal framework for the safe, secure and peaceful use of nuclear technology, including for a nuclear power programme

[https://www.iaea.org/NuclearPower/Downloads/el/milestones/14/Content/FrameCookie.htm](https://www.iaea.org/NuclearPower/Downloads/el/milestones/14/Content/FrameCookie.htm)
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